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We are incredibly excited to have 
two legends of the live busi-
ness on today’s show: Empo-
rium Presents’ Dan Steinberg 
and Works Entertainment’s 

Luke Pierce who founded the wonderous “Pro-
moter 101” podcast. It all began Oct. 16, 2016, 
with guest Tom Ross, and the little podcast 
that did it is closing up shop 202 episodes, 250 
guests and a little more than three years later 
at the International Entertainment Buyers As-
sociation conference in a final keynote interview 
Oct. 27 with another quality guest, AEG Presents 
Senior VP of Touring Debra Rathwell. There will 
be a “Fare Thee Well” series wrap Nov. 11 and 
when the theme music plays out, that’s it (except 
for the archives). Fini.

It’s been the podcast the live industry didn’t 
know it needed. Must-hear, appointment listen-
ing for a huge chunk of those making a living 
in the concert industry. A concert promoter and 
an artist manager, shooting the bull with what 
turned into a roster of business badasses from 
across every sector of the industry. Determined 
dudes and dudettes. Ballers.

Cue Opening Theme With Crazy Overlap-
ping Vocals and Semi-Scat Singing.
Every week, APA VP/Head of Performing Arts 
Craig Newman sets the tone for “Promoter 
101” – the agent and musician known 
to many in the industry as Craigie 
Fresh wrote the totally hum-
mable theme music for the 
podcast. He explains that 
“Dan and Luke are near 
and dear to my heart” 
and says he was honored 
to be asked to come up 
with music for the show.

 “I like to make music 
and freestyle,” Newman 
says. “I was just sitting 
around one day and Steiny 
said, ‘We’re doing this “Pro-
moter 101” and we’re going to 
need some theme music. We feel like 
you’re the right guy to do it. Would you be 
willing to?’ All he said was ‘Go have fun and 
create the “Promoter 101” theme music!’ He 
never tried to tell me how to do it.

“I like classic TV and film music and, for 
whatever reason, I had the music from the 
television show “Taxi” stuck in my head. It has 
that warm, Rhodes sound. You see the taxi 

driving over the bridge and you hear 
that warm Rhodes music come 

on. I thought, ‘What if I could 
do a spin on that and give it 

a groove?’ I found a key-
board sound that evoked 
a bit of that and came up 
with a riff.”

Craigie Fresh had his 
iconic “Promoter 101” 
theme. “I knew I wanted 

something that would 
make people smile and 

sing along,” Newman says. 
“I’ve had people I’ve known 

forever and I’ve met for the first 
time come up to me and say, ‘Oh my 

gosh, I love that song, it’s stuck in my head 
and I sing along! It makes me feel so good!’ I’m 
a regular listener to the podcast as well, and it 
never fails to put a smile on my face.”

The Exit Interview 
Promoter 101’s Steiny  & Luke Peace Out  

LIVE NATION PRESIDENT/CEO 
Michael Rapino gets the upper hand 
as he snatches Dan Steinberg’s 
security backpack during their 
interview at Pollstar Live! in 2017.

b y  D E B O R A H  S P E E R

This is Emma
Banks. All good things 
come to an end and so

I wish Promoter 101 a fond 
farewell.  I really enjoyed my 
chat with Dan … to the point 

that I think he wondered
if I would ever
stop talking!
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IT’S TIME FOR NEWS OF THE WEEK!
ICM Partners agent and uber art expert An-
drea Johnson will co-host the final “Fare Thee 
Well” episode of “Podcast 101.” While she 
admits she hasn’t looked at the Google doc run 
sheet yet, she promises some surprises. “I’m 
not going to let any cats out of any bags, but 
there’s also another episode coming up where 
I’m interviewing someone. That’s all I’m going 
to say about that.”

Johnson and Steiny have been friends since 
meeting on the conference circuit 15 years ago. 
“He was kind of a smaller fish when we met,” 
she says. “I was still a territorial booking agent 
at a small fine arts company … we were both 
trying to find our place in the world, as we do. 
Dan was actually responsible for me getting a 
job with The Agency Group. He recommended 
me and that marked my transition from the fine 
arts to the commercial music industry. Eventu-
ally there would be this beautiful intersection 
where we worked together, which was great for 
both of us.”

NOW IT’S TIME FOR THREE 
QUESTIONS!
Pollstar Channeling P101: 
What was your first Con-
cert?
Luke Pierce: Boyz II Men, 
with my sister, in 1993.
Dan Steinberg: Tony Or-
lando & Dawn when I was 
seven, in Denver. which 
would have been 1982.
That’s really cool. What 
was your first paying job?
LP: I worked at a Cart Barn, it 
had a golf course. Kind of a country 
club in Pennsylvania. I still to this day 
think it was the best job I ever had. Free golf 
every day. 
DS: I worked for my folks. They had a hot dog 
chain in Colorado. After that, my first job was 
at Kmart as a cashier.
Wow. Whose name on the caller ID strikes 
fear in your heart?

LP: Harley Neuman, 
the business manager, 
strikes fear in my heart. 
I don’t deal with Harley 
on the day-to-day but 
usually if he calls it means 
there’s a problem some-
where and it will require 
some maneuvering. There’s a 
handful of lawyers I won’t name 
but are never a pleasant experience.
DS: There aren’t many I can think of. No-
body comes to mind that if the phone rings I 
mind talking to! 

HERE’S THE INTERVIEW OF THE WEEK!
Jamie Loeb of Nederlander Concerts: It is my 
absolute pleasure to introduce the illustrious 
Dan Steinberg of Emporium Presents/Live 
Nation and the suave Luke Pierce of Works 
Entertainment, the masterminds behind it all.
Pollstar: This must be kind of bittersweet for 
you? 
DS: It’s just sweet.
The highest praise we often hear is how 

positive “Promoter 101” is, even in a 
cynical world. 

DS: We agreed early that we 
wanted a place that would 

be inclusive; we didn’t want 
to see anyone talking shit 
and making fun of people; 
we wanted to feel like it 
was an educational kind of 
social space were every-
one could have fun. But we 

weren’t taking shots at peo-
ple unless we really thought 

somebody was out doing bad 
things.

Awesome. What’s an example of that? 
DS: We took a couple of shots, when it was 
clear. Like the Fyre Festival. The Pemberton 
guys I think we were pretty openly hostile, 
like, these guys were making it tough in the 
space for people just trying to do business. We 
saw a couple of tertiary ticketing companies 
come and go and we were pretty vocal about 

how they did business and why they might not 
be around anymore. 

We got to the point where we realized there 
was a listener base paying attention and it was 
a responsibility. We’ve tried to exercise caution 
before hurting somebody’s reputation. 
It’s also important to ask those questions, 
though.
LP: That’s one reason we started the podcast. 
There was already a repository of social media 

sites like “Agent vs. Promoter” that were 
already up, and we wanted to do 

something that would address 
the [concert] business. 

Well-played! You guys have 
these amazing guests who 
sound totally comfortable 
telling you their secrets, 
how do you do it? 
DS: When we’re talking 
with people we were 
coming at them from 
the standpoint of being 

peers, where we maybe 
understood the business 

a little bit better or we’d 
sat through a settlement or 

challenged a date, or seen someone 
playing a game of keeping a date away or 

avoiding something. We were so familiar with 
the game there was an instant bond of com-
fortability. Just like two or three people talking 
in a bar; kind of a bro hang (laughs).
Great. Sometimes that bro hang might be with 
a Jay Marciano or a Michael Rapino, right? 
DS: Those were different interviews, of 
course. The live stuff we prep more for. The 
more eyeballs, the more people paying atten-
tion, the more research and effort went into 
making those. When Luke and I are recording 
an interview, we’re better able to edit and 
clean things up and retake a line. When we do 
it in front of audience, there is no second take. 
So there’s more time involved with those and 
we respect the people who are in front of us 
and make sure that our guests look as good as 
possible. When Jay or Michael are sitting next 
to us, I think it is our responsibility to not take 
that for granted and get as much information 
out of them as possible. 
So you’ve had an awesome run with “Pro-
moter 101,” how are you handling the end? 
LP: When we started doing this, we had 
very little expectation about how it would be 
received, how far it would reach or what it 
would mean. It really means a great deal to 
know that people are listening and getting 
something out of it and it’s not just for me 
and Dan’s personal enjoyment. We thank the 
people at the end of each podcast with a deep 
sense of appreciation for what they’re doing, 
to spend time and listen to our interviews and 
guests, our week-to-week ramblings on things 
– it’s extraordinarily gratifying to have those 
interactions. 

This is Alex Hodges 
of Nederlander Concerts.  

“Congratulations on such a  
successful and clever podcast that 
set the standard for our industry.  

Luke and Dan, you are true innova-
tors with this format,  Thanks for 

making Nederlander and me  
sound good, even if you had to 

speed up my audio.” 

This is Gary Spivack  
Our business can be isolated.  

Where none wants to give out their 
secrets. Promoter 101 was this rare 
island where you can let your hair 
down (or what’s left of it), speak 

openly and give your secrets away 
(well—kinda -sorta). Dan and  

Luke, thank you and this  
podcast will be missed.

LIVE NATION’S BOB ROUX is interviewed by Dan 
Steinberg and Luke Pierce for “Promoter 101” during a 
well attended live podcast recording during IEBA 2017.
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Oct. 16, 2016g Tom Ross Jamie Loeb Brian 
Swanson Jim Lenz Steve Ferguson Stuart Ross 
Randy Vogel Rick Hansen Scott Giampino 
Nathan Kranz Chris Goddard Lee Zeidman 
Dave Hart Jerrod Woods Aaron Reynolds 
Louie Tomas Nick Meinema Rich Sellers 
Jim Runge Bill Siddons Bruce Kalmick 
Mark Katz Nic Adler Jack Ross Adam 
Bauer Andy Somers Bill Kittle Jay Marciano 
2017g Peter Tempkins Brian Penix Seggie 
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Sid Greenfeig Scott Perry Shep Gordon Gary 
Smith  Ruth Gonzalez Seth and Alma Sheck Jake Gold 
David Klein Marc Geiger Brian O’Connell 
Jamie Adler Kevin Lyman Rick Farrell 
Jeffrey Fox Gerald Henley Dave Brooks 
Tom Windish Greg Parmley Harlan Frey 
Nathan Hovsepian Adam Polan Andrew Dreskin Andrea Johnson 
Bobby Nall Adam Wode Melissa Miller O’Brien John Giddings 
Rick Greenstein Adam Parsons Semyon Galperin Lee Anderson  
Toby Leighton-Pope Nick Light Jeff Goodman Steve Martin Claudio 
Trotta Ollie Rosenblatt Mitch Lafon Steve Strange Brandon R. Frankel 
Dawn Holliday Umong Shah Elle Exxe Neill Dixon Dave Chumbley 
Jason C. Miller Joe Escalante Seth Hurwitz Barry Dickins Martin 
Atkins Ben Mench-Thurlow Daniel “Da Beast” Bustos Nick Farkas 
Deborah Speer Dave Ratner Steve Zapp Whitney Bo Rob Hallett Patti-
Anne Tarlton Sacha Bandadji Amy Miller Lisa Roberts Tom Chauncey 
Larry LeBlanc Trevor Solomon Stephen Chilton Kim Bedier Paul 
Lohr Trip Brown Renatas Nacajus Stuart Galbraith Ariel Hyatt Chuck 
Randall Rick Canny John Meglen Cyndi Lynott Billy Wayne David 
Limentani Mitch Rose Paola Palazzo Reid Belstock Tristan 
Law Steve Rennie Rob Zifarelli Kira Finkenberg Steve 
Oberman Ed Bicknell Ali Spagnola David Ratner Sam 
Ard Michael Yerke Ken Deans Shaun Eidson Krista 
Dunn Andy Gould Rob McDermott Mike Hayes 
Brian Zisk Barrett Newman David Marcus Peter 
Katsis Nick Storch Troy Blakley Jonathan Shank 
JBeau Lewis Scott Leslie Joe Atamian Steve 
Riff Jeff Cohen Jake Szufnarowski Jim Glancy 
Megan White Marsha Vlasic Larry Butler Jason 
Kupperman Mike Luba Jason Brandt Becca Leifer 
Trevor Swenson Mike Barsch Marcie Allen  Kevin French 
John Scher Brian Jonas Bob Roux Steve Litman Jason 
Miller Ricardo Baca Mike Fruitman Mike McGinley Pam Matthews Ed 
Micone Sean Healy Cheryl Bunce Scott Tobias Todd Walker Adam 
Voith Jay Williams Eddie Clemens Ray Waddell Tony Conway Sean 
Striegel Mike Luginbill Lenore Kinder John Finberg Dan Berkowitz 
Lucy Lawler-Freas Louis Messina Simon Shaw John Huie David 
Geller Jared Smith Mike DuCharme Anthony Diaz Eric Dimenstein Ari 
Herstand Heath Mille Phil Rodriguez Holly Gleason  Ted Cohen Benjie 
Gold Scott Pang Sean Saadeh Bob Rupp Nick Gold Tim Borror 2018g 
Kenneth Feld Scott Aller Jesse Lundy JJ Cassiere Geno Shelton Peter 
Shapiro David Simone Jason Flom Dan Smalls Peter Schwartz Todd 
Coder Ant Taylor John Valentino Dave Shapiro Jared Paul David 

Marcus Sam Hunt Jim Cressman Andy Levitt Ross 
Schilling Sara Beesley Rich Best Charles Attal 

Sarah Pelch Lucas Keller Lucy Dickins Harvey 
Cohn Zaed Maqbool Mary Hilliard Harrington 
Alex Bewley Jonny Fairplay Mike Mills 
Natalia Nastaskin Melvin Benn Scott Scovill 
Michael Chugg Eric Mayers Henry Glascock 
Wayne Forte Tim Sweetwood Mike Barsch 
David Kells Andrew Levitt Carl Leighton-Pope 

Ted Heinig Dave Shapiro Peter Aiken Rick 
Schultz Joel Pryor Rob Challice Noel Largess 

Joey Scoleri Josh Javor Omar Al Joulani Harvey 
Leeds Mike Mowery Colin O’Brien Darin Lashinsky 

Ben Challis Lucas Fritz Jon Phillips Pino 
Sagliocco Kenneth “Skip” Richman Jon 
Pleeter Herman Scheuremans Bobby 
Reynolds Mads Sorensen Abe Nielsen 

Mark Norman Riley O’Connor Ralph James Jason Zink Brian Hill 
Charlie Goldstone Emmanuel Patterson Jason Bernstein Alex Hodges 
Aaron Rosen Bobby Reynolds Vic Thomas Bob Babisch Scott Ziel 
Martin Hopewell Aaron Zimmerman Barbara Hubbard Joshua Knight 
· Mark Campana Karen Loria Brad Domash Matt Beringer Gary Witt 
Marc Solheim Aaron Rosen Terry McBride Ashley Capps Lesley 
Olenik Matt Gibbons Paul Haagenson Jason Ross Angela Smith Trey 
Many Susan Rosenbluth Chris Porter Alex Kochan Fred Rosen John 
Pantle Bernie Cahill Dan Weiner Jaime Kelsall Ethan Levinson Greg 
Schmale  Marc Reiter Amy Morrison Tom LaPenna Kirk Peterson 
Toby Mamis 2019g Melanie Davis Jeremy Holgersen Nathan Kranz 
AJ Paul Shlomo Lipetz Debra “Fergy” Ferguson Matthew Smith Aaron 
Faulls Seth Malasky Tim Higgins Eva Alexiou-Reo Jesse Lundy 

Geoff Gordon  Braeden Rountree Michael Goldberg Graham 
Noel CJ Strock Jake Berry Daniel Glick Rod Essig Larry 

Magid Heath Baumhor Jim King Barnaby Harrod Erik 
Selz Sam Perl Alex Hardee Michaela Maiterth Jerry 
Goldman Jake Leighton-Pope Christian Doll Jane 
Beese Thomas Ovesen Michael Hosking Aissata 
Hartmann-Sylla Adam Wilkes Francois Baptiste 
Owen Locke Chris Tetzeli Nick Matthews Nicole 
Barsalona Ben Pitkowsky Ruud Berends Mike 

Ligon Drew Jameson Jonny Shuman Pete Lally 
Tommy Knecht Jim Gosnell Larry Weintraub Matt 

King Scott Osburn Nichol Carlson Eric Kirchgasser 
Craig Bruck Adam Kornfeld Kevin Morrow Benj Jenkin Tina 

Suca Justin Kujawa Marty Bechtold David Galea Stephen Shaw 
Rich Schaefer Kristine Marshall Trae Vedder Vince Bannon Fielding 
Logan Keith Levy Rebecca Shapiro Eric Elwell Lee Goforth George 
Couri Jim Frayling Lance Roberts Danny Melnick Adam Wiser Nick 
Lewis Adam Stroul Brian Traeger Josh Baker Phil Bowdery Steve 
Lassiter Chuck Morris Tom Alexander Bobby Cory Kevin Hopkins 
Jodi Goodman Buck Williams Dave Navarro Billy Morrison Steve 
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Brian Crew Ross Gassman Harvey Goldsmith Rick Mueller Emma 
Banks Mitch Blackman Gregg Perloff Jim Green Randy Phillips Bob 
Lefsetz Bill Silva Debra Rathwell Fare Thee Well gNov. 11, 2019

This is Natalia  
Nastaskin. Dan and Luke  

have created an anthology 
of the live music business. 
Promoter 101 should live on 
as a required course across 

all music business  
programs.

From Start to Finish
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DS: I don’t know how to follow that. Luke nailed 
it. At first, I didn’t think this was going to last 
for more than three weeks. Like, what will this 
be and will it actually be anything? Both of us 
had a very low bar, like if we could make it to 
month two.  It was clearly based on if anybody 
was listening and if anyone was willing to be a 
guest. 

We got really lucky with solid people 
in the industry who responded 
when we asked. We got Tom 
Ross and Stuart Ross and 
Jay Marciano right off 
the bat and people like 
Marc Geiger and Tom 
Windish early on. 
Once Bill Siddons and 
Jim Runge were on 
the podcast, suddenly 
it wasn’t such a weird 
thing when we came 
asking. 

Our friends showed 
up for us – the Nic Adlers 
of the world – Jamie Loeb, 
Brian O’Connell. It started 
to happen and it was cool. We 
didn’t have any rules; there was no 
bar because nobody else was doing it. We kind 
of got to invent our own genre, which made it 
easier than if we’d had somebody to compare 
ourselves to. 
There are people who listen to every episode 
and learn about other parts of the business, 
was that what you had in mind? 
DS: It was because of my irredeemable love 
for Aaron Sorkin. There was a “The West 
Wing Weekly” podcast that Joshua Melina and 
Hrishikesh Hirway had started that was really 
great. Me and Luke were constantly going back 
and forth talking about this podcast and hav-
ing more interest in promoting live podcasts 
and about how there hadn’t been one in this 
industry – how it might be good to connect 
with the industry when there wasn’t a confer-
ence going on, to keep the community going.

We kept playing with the idea, considering 
the success of [conference] panels and inter-
views, wondering if it could be possible and 
how to do this. We thought it would be a good 
way to learn about the whole podcast world by 
getting in the middle of it, and it would help 
us to be able to speak to podcast hosts who 
knew the world they were living in. So, it was 

kind of an experiment. Would it work, 
and would it help us understand 

the space better? I think that 
was the original idea. Luke, 

is that how you saw it?
LP: Yeah, that was 
definitely it. I credit a 
lot to that “West Wing 
Weekly” podcast. I 
went through a lot of 
emails that you and I 
and Andrea Johnson 
had about embracing 

podcasts, the “West 
Wing” podcast specifi-

cally, and doing more in 
the live space. Then I think 

it kind of spurred some curi-
osity. We went to the conventions 

and conferences a couple of times and 
asked a bunch of questions and tried to learn 
about the business. But there really was no 
better way of learning something than by doing 
it. We had this idea stuck in our head and there 
was nothing left to do but try it. 
So amazing. So it came together pretty or-
ganically with both of you?
DS: It came together at a Denny’s in Dallas 
after a Straight No Chaser show after some 
drinks. We were talking shit, early in the 
morning. The odds of us getting 
beat up by the people in the 
next booth were 50/50 at that 
moment. But we were just 
shit talking with each other, 
like, “We should do a show. 
We’re so entertaining!” 
But yeah, when you’re 

drunk, you think you are funnier than you are 
and we said, “Yeah, we could do an amazing 
podcast show. We should do our own!” We 
started outlining it on the Uber ride back and 
it was just this half-baked idea that was never 
going to come to fruition. But then later, it was 
like, “We should try it. It could be like Aspen 
Live like for half an hour once a week. It could 
be kinda cool. Let’s just give it a shot!” 
Wow, that’s so cool. So how long was it be-
tween that and the first show?
DS: It was almost a year. It was a funny idea 
we’d be kicking around and I’d bring it back 
up. We’d both been so busy. Straight No Chaser 
was doing amazing growth at the time and 
Luke was involved in their day-to-day and com-
ing up quickly and I was doing a big part of that 
tour. The idea of taking on a full project, our 
day gigs plus the growth we were dealing with, 
was definitely a challenge. It took a minute. 
LP: We read an article about “The West Wing 
Weekly” in about August of 2015 and started 
in October of the next year. So 13 months 
or so of trying to find the right time and the 
actual mechanics of actually podcasting and 
what that meant and looked like. So, it took a 
minute, for sure. 

There were some false starts, too; just 
figuring out how to record things, understand 
the technology, realizing we were much worse 
at this than we thought. But it looks easy 
because we’ve got a great engineer behind us 
figuring out how to record on a quality basis 
that people will want to listen to, especially 
people in the music industry; it was a high bar. 
Figuring out the right equipment and that you 
need an engineer – all of these things – it was 

a learning curve that we had to get over. 
And learning how to interview is 

a trick. 
I can totally relate to that. 

Was there ever a point 
where you knew you either 
had to give it up or go all 
in for the long haul? 
DS: I thought about giving 
it up a year and change 
ago. Jason Zink and Con-

nor, our engineer, and Luke 
kept me motivated when I 

thought “Eh, I’m done with it.” 
Our numbers continued to chart 

higher and higher. Every year was 
better than the last and continued to chart 
higher and we hadn’t really seen any burnout. 
If there hadn’t been any numbers, if we didn’t 
have an audience, we would have stopped 
doing it a long time ago. 
LP: Jokingly, I hate the sound of my own voice. 
So, every week, listening to the podcast was 
a terrorizing experience. I was like, ‘Oh God, I 
don’t want to subject anyone else to this.” At the 
beginning, it was a function of time. It was fun 
to interview and have a time for someone to tell 
those stories to us. And it was really gratifying 

PODCAST NATION: Luke Pierce talks music history with record 
exec turned artist manager (Mission of Burma, MGMT) Mark Kates.

This is Bob Roux.  
I was interviewed by Dan  

and Luke just about 2 years ago  
today at IEBA.  I thought the interview 
was terrific.  Luke and Dan have such 

great insights into the live entertainment 
industry and their perspectives always 

bring forth interesting discussion  
topics for the  Promoter  

101 audience.

Hi, this is Gary Smith.  
I’ve watched Dan since the first  

CIC [that became Pollstar Live!] when  
he was 18 to today where he’s made it in  

a tough business. Promoter 101 for the last  
3 years has represented a cross-section 

of the live biz interviewing everyone from 
large agency heads to smaller indie  

promoters and alternative agencies and 
along the way making friends with  

everyone and presenting a very  
balanced view of the  

business. 



The Exit Interview: 
Promoter 101’s 

Steiny & Luke Peace Out

g Ticketmaster 
President Jared 
Smith and Dan 
Steinberg hold 
sway at Aspen 
Live in Colorado.

h It’s just 
another day in 
paradise for Dan 
Steinberg as 
he interviews 
supermensch 
Shep Gordon in 
Maui.

jAPA’s Steve 
Martin sits 
for a SXSW 
interview with 
Dan Steinberg in 
Austin, Texas.

k Luke Pierce, Live Nation’s Bob Roux and Dan Steinberg 
snap one before a live “Promoter 101” taping at IEBA 2017.

j Wayne Forte guests with Luke Pierce and Dan Steinberg 
at a live “Promoter 101” from Pollstar Live! in Los Angeles.

h Live Nation’s 
Brian O’Connell 
does a post-
show wrap 
with Luke and 
Steiny after his 
“Promoter 101” 
interview.

jAEG Presents President Jay Marciano snaps one with Dan Steinberg after a 
“Promoter 101” interview at Aspen Live in December 2016.

This is Kevin  
Lyman. Dan & Luke,   

I hear it’s your farewell,  
never say farewell, I did and 
now I am busier than ever.. 

Great work and I look  
forward to seeing 
what you do next.

This is Jamie Loeb,
VPof Marketing at 

Nederlander Concerts, 
interviewee No. 2 and 

frequent co-host on
Promoter 101.

This is  
Louis Messina:  
Love it. Hate to  

see it end. 
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to have people actually listen to the 
podcast, that really helped to keep 
things going. 
Totally. In the last three years, who 
were your favorite guests and why? 
LP: There were two moments that 
come to mind. The Brian O’Con-
nell interview was a lot of 
fun and owing to the fact 
that we both know Bri-
an but to be able to 
peer into his mind 
at work.
DS: Debra “Fergy” 
Ferguson was 
sitting next to him 
while the inter-
view was going 
on … to see her 
facial expression was 
the most fun part of 
that interview. 
LP: He’s a fun guy and we 
got to share a lot of cool stories 
and a different perspective because he operates 
at a high level, he’s very impressive.
   On the flip side, Bob Roux at IEBA in 2017 
happened a few days after the Route 91 tragedy 
and he addressed that in an inspiring way that 
was something I’ll always remember. 
DS: Not only that, but he went to bat for 
us. He should have canceled but he had our 
backs. 
    He said, “I gave my word. I will absolutely 
be there.” And he showed up. And not only 
did he show up, but he addressed the security 
issue. I mean, how menschy was that? 

Toby Leighton-Pope was an amazing inter-
view for me in London. He showed up and he 
thought he was just meeting with me. He didn’t 
find out until the next day that he did an in-
terview – he had a microphone in his hand but 
didn’t realize it was happening. He just killed it. 

A really great time was when Jim Glancy 
from Bowery Presents talked to us in New 
York. I think it was the very first time 
he’d talked to anyone after the sale 
[to AEG] and he was so incredibly 
open with us. 

Rapino’s interview was one 
of my fondest moments I’ve 
ever had. I felt like I was the 
independent promoter who 
had won the golden ticket. 

That’s the biggest promoter 
in the world and any question 
I want, for an hour, and he’s not 
going to go anywhere. He’s going 
to answer all of my questions. 

I was like, “Okay! Why me? Never 
mind, let’s do this!”
LP: I think we’ve had serendipitous luck to 
have timed interviews to happen after major 
events and certainly not just in the case of 
Bob Roux or Jim Glancy but we’ve had a really 

great run of moments that 
have been a matter of fortu-
itous timing in getting peoples 
stories. 
DS: The Three Questions, The 

War Stories, Turn The Tables, 
were a way to include people who 

maybe wouldn’t have gotten the full 
interview but we were able to include. 

Maybe their career hadn’t gotten to that 
point yet but we’re able to include 

some of the younger people 
and give them exposure and 
it was neat to see people 
who reached out and got 
involved and had great 
questions. 
This is why you are 
legends. Was there an 
interview in which  
somebody took you 
someplace you didn’t 
expect?
DS: Bob Lefsetz is so 
forthcoming and truthful 
and vulnerable and let 
me ask everything I want-
ed and answered everything. 
I’ve known him for years but for 
someone who is usually in the other seat, he’s 
probably the world’s best listener. But nobody 

ever actually asks him the questions. 
That was an uncomfortable 

space for him but he was 
OK with it and opened 

up. I was amazed at 
how vulnerable he 
made himself and how 
gracious he was about 
the entire process. 
I keep him in high 
regard that he was 
so awesome with his 

truth. It was a little 
humbling to be in the 

room with him, asking him 
questions. 

That’s really interesting. Was there 
anybody you were not sure you would ever 
get to sit for “Promoter 101” who did?
DS: There were 250 of them, actually.
There are a handful of people we know don’t 

talk to the press. There were definitely some 
surprises that came up. 
    Rapino was definitely a get. Bob Roux was 
one of them. Lefsetz was one I wasn’t sure 
was ever going to happen. Gregg Perloff, I was 
really excited about. Harvey Goldsmith really 
surprised us. Dennis Arfa isn’t a guy who does 
a lot of press but was super gracious. Another 
one who was really great was Jim Gosnell, who 
is the head of APA. 

Baller. Was there anyone you really 
wanted that you didn’t get?

DS: Irving. He was super cool; 
we thought we were close 

a couple times. He was 
super responsive every 
time we asked. 
It was a matter of find-
ing the right time, the 
right moment, and it 
didn’t happen. 
But he responded, 

was willing to do it, 
and I have high hopes 

that somewhere down 
the line we’ll be invited to 

do an interview at a keynote 
somewhere.

 I don’t think me or Luke have done 
our last interview ever. I think we’ve done our 
last podcast but at some point, if the opportunity 
were to present itself, I would interview Irving in 
a McDonald’s parking lot if I had the opportunity 
to ask him a question.

They made an available time for us but  
I was on my way to L.A. to interview Dave  
Navarro and it was with a MusiCares thing  
so … Doc McGhee, Rob Light, Michael Cohl 
– all were very gracious about trying to make 
time but they didn’t happen but they all agreed 
to do it. 
You guy are legends and an inspiration.  
Thank you so much for coming on the program s
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This Is Sam Hunt.  
This podcast was the best  

(and maybe only) podcast resource to  
learn about not just the touring business  

specifically, but the humans behind it. I was  
nervous and unsure about being a guest as it’s not 

the sort of thing I have done much of and really 
appreciate and enjoyed the experience. I can’t tell 
you how many people have introduced themselves 

to me having listened to my interview with them 
which was always both personally flattering and 

spoke to the breadth and quality of the  
service and  library they provided.  

Thanks, guys, for all  
your work!

DAN STEINBERG, Brooklyn Bowl owner Peter Shapiro, Luke Pierce and Ticketfly founder 
Andrew Dreskin gather round at the Eventbrite-sponsored Flycon ticketing event.

This is Peter Shapiro.  
Podcasts may be a huge thing now,  

but when 101 first started it really was  
ahead of the curve.  The name of the show is  
fitting because like in school when you took  

Biology 101 your freshman year, Promoter 101 was  
the entry point for many of us with listening to  

Podcasts. The content of each episode really  
could help educate someone on how the  
concert business actual beats and flows,  

the same way you learned how the  
heart actually beats and  

flows in Bio 101.  

This Is Stuart Ross.  
Red Light Management  

While everyone wants to hear 
the stories, many have tried but 

only one group has succeeded in 
bringing these colorful tales into 

the light.  Thanks for including 
me. Congratulations Dan  

and Luke!
Promoter 101 Podcast 
@Promoters101

We’d just be talking to ourselves with out you, 
thank you for making our show come to life


